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Enigma
By SHANACHIE

Rose on the arbor; ivy on the wall,
IVhence comes your power to flood the heart
with melody?
For after all, you are but a flower entwined
In wood, a green leaf lined on dust—soon

to fall.

(hie
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A Campfire Yarn
The Legend of Fort Ancient
By ROBERT L. McBRIDE
After a lengthy silence Mr. McBride has come forward to admit that he was pursuing Indians in the
realm of imagination. He presented us with this scalp,
the result of much effort. We hereby place it on view

for the satisfaction of the public—TueE Eprror.

NE summer evening the troop camped on
the plateau on the summit of the east bank
of the Little Miami River in Warren County, Ohio. In the ancient cemetery which centuries
ago marked the center of the fort proper the boys
gathered for the evening entertainment, grossly
ignorant of the fact that in every direction for one
hundred and ten feet skeletons had been found and
that upwards of three hundred graves had been
opened.
The blazing camp fire repulsed the shadows of
darkness that stalked behind the encircling trees
and spitefully pursued them as they dodged and
scampered behind their cover.
The boys who
squatted in the circle were unaware of the struggle
that was in progress and innocently watched the
wearied tongue of flame send its shower of golden
sparks heavenward again and again, until it had
so spent its energy that even the shadows that
lurked behind the handsome beeches and grotesque
oaks dared to abandon the protection of the trees
and embrace the group of cheerful faces.

()

“But where did they go?” asked one of the small
boys whose eyes were fascinated by a story that

he saw in the dying embers of the fire.
“No one knows,” answered another who was several years his senior. “Some say they were driven
south by more powerful tribes and that they built
another civilization there; others, claim they migrated to the west and wandered about as a gypsy
nation, and still others believe that they were destroyed by a younger race, but no one knows for
sure.”
Yes, the old defense still holds its secret, impregnable to the last, resisting even the scientific efforts
of the white man and his civilization. Years of feverish spading and speculation have produced nothing but the bones and pottery of a race that lost its
identity and whose secrets and treasures are sealed
up forever. All because. ~.

The boys listened attentively as I explained the

questions that troubled their minds since Richie
turned up several flint pieces that afternoon while
playing on the steep embankment in his swimming
suit. First I informed them that this old fort in
which we were encamped was made bya race that
inhabited this country many years ago and that
they were commonly called, for the want of a more
precise name, the Mound Builders.
But that was long ago, many centuries before [|
met Red Arrow.
*

*

An important episode in the sonthwest had taken
me into the Indian territory of Oklahoma.

I spent
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several months there when one day as I was returning along the trail to the cluster of houses
which they called a city | came upon a lone Indian
mumbling strange incantations to himself as he
rode on the back of a jet black horse. He wore a
garb, the likes of which I had never witnessed; and
his giant, boney figure proclaimed him to be a stranger to the neighborhood.
I recalled some chance gossip that I had heard

several times at the local bar.

The remark that it

was the season for Red Arrow to pass by hand
aroused my curiosity.
“Haven't you heard that crazy Indian’s story?
I was asked.
Confessing my ignorance, explanations followed.
Red Arrow, it appears, was a redskin who was
considered insane by every white man in the territory. ‘The Indians feared and respected him. He
claimed to be the last of a race that had disappeared, the vanishing remnant of a once powerful
tribe that had been dispossessed of its home and

driven across the river of the Great Father.

‘This

occurred long before the white man came, in fact,
so long ago that no one could count the generations.
There was not an Indian in the territory equal to
him in strength and stature, nor any one familiar
with his customs and practices. He wandered about
the country searching for a place he called his home
and seeking the treasures and fortune supposedly
hidden there.
“Vou see,” the barkeeper told me, “Red Arrow is
the last of a tribe that has migrated back and forth
on this continent for centuries. Real American
gypsies that have sprung from our soil, you might
say. His fathers all searched in vain for their lost
home, but Red Arrow has not given up faith in
their traditions.

He carries a red arrow, which, it

is claimed, possesses a powerful charm and the
secret that will unlock the mystery of the lost race.”
This story of the strange native came rushing,
tumbling, head over heels into my mind as I observed the forsaken creature murmuring unintelligible syllables to himself and feverishly fingering
some treasured object in the palm of his hand. A
red arrow!
The brave was apparently sick and unaware of
the fact that his horse was following a trail that

During the night he was seized with a dangerous spell. He lay deathly still and pale, his eyes
bulged out of their sockets and stared fixedly at
the roof while his right hand firmly clutched the
sacred arrow. ‘l‘oward daybreak I dropped into a
deep sleep and dreamed of hidden caverns and bottomless abysses, but awoke with a start as the sun
peeped over the horizon. My patient was talking.
“My father,’ he was saying, “is calling. I fear
my end is approaching. If I die, the treasure of my

race is yours and this will reveal it to you.”
He spread his fingers on his chest and displayed
in his palm a brilliant, glittering red arrowhead of
obsidian, inlaid with three perfectly preserved fresh

water pearls.

What ancient race could have pro-

duced this relic, so treasured by this nomadic waif
of the west?
“But,” I protested as I

recalled the tradition,

“what value is this to me without the incantation
and the wise words of your fathers?”

“Yes,” he responded. “You are right. Alone it
has no power. I must live. You must guide me
back to the green hills of my race for it is written
that a stranger shall discover the home of my peo-

ple, but that our secrets shall be hidden forever.”
1 failed to understand just what he expected of
me, but nevertheless, | patiently cared for him. His
recovery was miraculous and within a week he was
on his feet and anxious to depart. At first | had no
intention of accompanying him, but finally agreed
more out of fear than sympathy for the expedition.
After disposing of all my property I secretly slipped
away with him on the strange quest, the like of
which I had never heard; and even now, as | re-

call the adventures that befell me, | question my
own sanity.
For many seasons we traveled together over
plains and mountains and across the river of the
Great Father. Always, my companion would spend
his time unearthing old flint deposits in mounds and
graves and would eagerly study their contents in
hopes of uncovering some clue, the nature of which
I never discovered; but never did his eyes sparkle
with any satisfaction and never did he report any

success, even though he did turn up thousands upon
thousands of perfect flint pieces.

drunken idlers who gathered in the evening would
welcome the heathen entertainment they might derive from this helpless fellow.
I was touched with compassion for him, hideous

When summer returned the following year and
we found ourselves arduously paddling through an
extremely fertile valley I was so sick of old relics
and the continuous movement from place to place
that I was ready to abandon the quest. I had spent
every cent of my fortune, and now, poverty stricken,

though he was, and could not resist the temptation

was forced to live like my companion, almost en-

to offer him shelter; so I conducted him to my

tirely on a diet of game; however, fear and fas-

would take him into the city where a group of

cabin, located just outside of the city, and gave him
my Own cot.
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cination for the redskin prohibited any thought of
deserting.

Month after month we traveled on. Each day
revealed a more beautiful country and each succeeding day | grew more and more anxious to stake
a claim and settle down for myself, but as this desire became more intense I discovered that something in the environment stimulated my companion
to a more diligent search. Each day his eyes glistened brighter in the morning sun and each day he
was more eager to push off against the current.
The river we were ascending was the Little
Miami, the stream that flows along this embankment and in which we had such a pleasant swim
this afternoon.
One day we labored so long against the stream,
that night was upon us before we could locate a
good campsite; and as we grounded the canoe on
the sandy shore we were surprised to find a huge
cliff wall several hundred feet high extending along
the river.
“Red Arrow,” I said, addressing my companion
who stood staring at the steep incline. “This is
the highest cliff we’ve seen on the Little Miami.”
But he made no reply. For the second time since
I had known him he stood paralyzed with emotion,
his glassy eyes bulging from their sockets. ‘Then
he uttered a yell that froze my blood, and, as I
learnedlater, terrorized the settlers for miles around,
and rushed up the embankment with an agility that
amazed me. How he was able to force his way
thru the dense thicket I never discovered, but be-

fore I recovered from my surprise he had scaled
Prospect Point without a slip and stood erect and
attentive several hundred feet above me.

Silence followed as the redskin scanned the valley by the light of the moon that appeared from behind swift moving storm clouds. Then he repeated
his shrill yell, the call of the lost race, the call of
the braves who had long ago rotted in their stone
graves, and his dark form which had been silhouetted against the moon disappeared.
Many times during my boyhood in the states |
had heard of Fort Ancient on the Lebanon ‘Trail |

and had hoped to visit it some day, but now it
dawned upon me that this desert waif had led me
to it.
It was impossible to follow Red Arrow’s steps
up the cliff so I hurried along the embankment until I came upon a winding trail the incline of which
was more suitable to my nature.
‘Thoroughly
winded, I reached the summit, but found no trace

of my companion.

I followed the top of the de-

fenses for a short distance in the hope of overtak-

ing my companion, but achieving no success, I was
finally forced to return.
As I circled down the embankment, I could not

restrain my admiration for the labor entailed in the

construction of this gigantic defense. Whether I
discovered anything about my companion’s race or

not, one thing was certain—I needed no imagination to understand and appreciate the purpose and

immensity of the fort.
I busied myself with the evening meal, a task
which always fell upon me, for Red Arrow continually neglected the commonest essentials of
existence to pursue his search for possible clues
that might lead him to the home of his lost people.
It was his custom to make his appearance only after
his delicate nostrils informed him that the meal had
been prepared.
As I squatted beside the fire the figure of Red
Arrow silently appeared.
Without a word he
seated himself opposite me and for a time gazed
steadfastly into the fire. The flickering flames illuminated his bronze countenance and revealed a pair
of eyes that sparkled, not without cause. Then in
his simple manner he told me his story and of his
recent discoveries, the nature and importance of
which alarmed me.
“This fort,” he began, “is the home of my fathers. Many years before the white man came they

lived in this beautiful valley. They were frequently
at war and found it necessary to build this great
fort, the biggest and strongest in the country. It
took many, many years, and many, many captives
and slaves were required to hasten the tedious work
of carrying the earth in skins of animals.
“Once the fort was completed we of the Kiwa

tribe were never defeated in war.

No enemy was

ever strong enough to storm our walls and always
our heroes bravely battled to defend the gateways.
Thousands of fine braves who attacked us fell,
never to rise again. Many bloody encounters occurred here; how high the pile of dead and dying
was at that northern gateway no one can ever know,
but many of their remains lie even now untouched
in the mounds built over their undisturbed remains.
“One day came rumors of a powerful tribe that
had tamed the great monster of the forest that tore
up trees by the roots and trampled out human lives
—the mastodon. ‘They were coming toward our
fort. We realized the danger, for the very mention of the beast threw terror into the hearts of the
people.
“While the braves were assembling, the chief ordered them to prepare a secret chamber deep under the embankments where he and the high priests
might withdraw to pray to the gods to terrorize
these gigantic beasts that fought at the command
of our enemies. All year the men labored at the
project, digging and burrowing with their sharp
scrapers and passing out the loose earth in hides

of buffalo.
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he following year the work was completed.
All the treasures of the tribe were stored there in

“No,” he replied. “Our enemies remained there
for several years and during this time the chief

the low, circular vault in which the chief and the

died of remorse in a far western country.

high priests would frequently gather to pray. The
entrance to this chamber was protected by a huge
slab of such proportions that a hundred score of
the most powerful braves could not budge it. It
was opened only by a sacred incantation and the
magic charm which the chief carried on his person—the red arrow.
“The following summer other tribes began gathering within the fort. They came from all parts of
the country, all carrying the horrible story of the
invaders who had mastered the mastodons, powerful beasts which lumbered in advance of the warriors, frightening and killing the people.
‘The fort was soon overcrowded and it was necessary to extend the northern walls to protect so

chanted song and the charmed arrow he passed on
to his son with instructions to return to his people, but he died before he could reveal the location
of the place. The young son tried in vain to dis-

“cr

many people. Several days after the last full moon
of summer the earth trembled from the advance and
roar of these powerful beasts. One of our braves
who dared to venture farther north than the others,

returned terrified to the chief and frantically waved
his ten fingers, gesticulating fiercely and muttering
horrible cries. He dropped dead of fright before
it could be discovered what he had seen.
“All that night my people awaited the approach
of the enemy. ‘The next morning many strange
men appeared in the valley to the north. Following them came monstrous beasts with huge tails,

hideous to behold.

Ten of them lumbered along

before the warriors. Never had the Kiwas seen
these beasts tamed by man.
“Why need I tell you what happened, my friend?
[It was horrible. Those towering monsters, mastodons of the earth, clambered up the embankments,

ripped up the trees and unmindful of the showers
of rocks and poisoned arrows scrambled into the
midst of the people. Braves, their mates and children all died in that brutal orgy of blood.
“Many fled over this southern defense—the very
spot on which we are encamped—only to make
their grave here on this shore and waste their blood
in the river., Ten of those huge beasts spread death
and destruction in the fort and our enemies completed the massacre by preventing the possibility
of escape.
“But now I must tell you of the most disgraceful
part of it all. The chief, my great forefather, was
directing the defense while the priests remained in
the sacred chamber to pray. When the chief saw
the inevitable destruction, he fled like a common
coward and failed even to exercise his power to re-

The en-

cover the fort, for the rest of the tribe had been de-

stroyed and there was no one to guide him to it.”
“And how is it that you come upon this arrow?”
“I,” he answered proudly, “am the son of ixed
‘Thunder, chief of the Kiwas, and the last of our
tribe. Disgrace has settled upon us, but | shall
cleanse my blood of my father’s cowardice. I shall
take my place in the enchanted circle just as he
should have done.”
I shivered as a chill shot up my back. Perspiration spread over my forehead. Did I understand
him right or was it but a misguided idea that appeared in the dying embers of the fire? I pictured
my companion deliberately entombing himself in
some secret cavity in the embankment because of
his heathen devotion.
The eyes of this native were fixed on me and
broke down my self-control.
“You have guided me to the home of my fathers
and you may accompany me to the enchanted circle. Now is the time,’ he announced glancing up
toward the constellation that circled the north star.

“Do you come?”
In response | arose, stirred up the fire and stealthily followed Red Arrow as he retraced his steps up
the embankment and along the top of the defense
to the eastern section where the trees were abundant and closely interwoven by countless vines.
Here he paused and listened. The lapping of
water many feet below satisfied him.
Turning
abruptly to the left he proceeded to force his way
thru a marshy section so dense as to compare favorably with’a tropical forest. Large trees of two
generations formed a canopy overhead and so completely obstructed the moonlight, that my companion frequently failed to pick the better path, with
the resut that we found it necessary to squirm and °
wrestle for an opening. Finally, about two score
paces from the embankment, he halted at the foot
of what, in the darkness, appeared to be a small,
circular mound but several feet in height.
My guide placed the sacred arrow in his palm and
extending his arms forward he nervously began to

sing his incantation.

Occasionally he faltered as

the thrill of expectancy overcame his generally indifferent nature. He had scarcely finished when the

lease the priests, who have remained to this day

earth beneath us trembled and there was a rumble

locked in the inchanted room.”

of subterraneous thunder.

“But didn’t the chief return?” I inquired, interrupting him for the first time.
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The mound itself quiv-

ered before us as the great stone slab struggled
with the vines and accumulation of the centuries.

Suddenly the vines and roots snapped as a portion
of the mound swung upward and revealed a yawning, pitch black cavity at our feet.
I am not ashamed to confess a spasm of fear
swept over me. Even Red Arrow was startled by
the power he had convoked. As I prepared a torch
my companion repeated the fierce call of the long
lost race and disappeared down the black stairway.
When I reached the opening, this time with torch in
hand, the echo of his call came from within, softly
and weirdly in the night. Trembling with fear and
awe I descended the stone staircase and found myself in a large vault, whose walls were covered
with numerous, strange inscriptions. But horrors!
In the center of the chamber squatted a circle of
colorfully dressed and painted natives, all in perfect state of preservation. ‘Their bodies were as

that enabled me to look into the countenance of
one of the enchanted figures who was seated on a
most conspicuous and elaborately decorated stool.
Red Arrow! Certainly, for it was the chief's chair.
I gasped and struggled for air as I experienced a
weak feeling of suffocation. He had joined the circle of his tribe and taken the position which his
cowardly forefather had deserted in the time of
danger. I grew sick, chilly. Rushing across the
circle I brushed by two of the figures. Both of
them rolled heavily over on their sides. I grasped
my companion, but he, too, was cold and stiff and
toppled over at my touch. My God! I was tortured enough physically, but now came the realization of the spiritual distress | had occasioned by

motionless as statues, their countenances sunken

the fresh night air and as the sacred red arrow

and dark, and their unwinking eyes glared fixedly
at the ancient embers of the sacrificial fire. 1.5
flickering torch but faintly illuminated the room
and cast distorted shadows that undermined my
courage. I frantically looked for my companion,

slipped from my pocket the giant stone slab closed
again with a reverberating noise.
I have no recollection of how long I lay gasping and frightened on the ground beisde that
mound, but when I had sufficiently recovered I[
picked up the earthen jar of arrowheads and raced
back to the camp on the river bank. I emptied the
jar beside the fire and was amazed to discover that
all of the arrowheads were of gold.
Several days later I disposed of the gold and set
out to obtain a claim on a tract of land which |
had always desired, but never, until now, had the
means to obtain. But that charmed, obsidian arrowhead that my companion had left with me |
carry to this day and only wish I knew the incantation that would bring him back with me again.
*k
x
*
x
x
*
*
x
*

but he was not to be seen.

Startled, I hurriedly

crossed the chamber in hopes of finding him near
the jars and piles of ancient equipment that were
placed against the walls, but he was gone. V.

ished! The four walls were solid and there was
no possibility of there being another.. .
Feeling along the southern wall I upset an
earthen jar and innumerable round objects spilled
and rolled across the floor. Pearls! I thrust my
arms deep into another jar and hauled forth a
hand full of fresh water pearls; but they were so
old and decayed that they crumbled in my palm.
Dismayed, I held the torch over the other jars.
One contained small arrows similar in design to
that possessed by Red Arrow. These I| carefully
carried to the top of the stairway. As | again de-

scended into the vault I discovered the sacred arrow
where my companion had dropped it as he entered
;
this I deposited in my pocket. For the first time
I became aware of the close, stuffy atmosphere of
the place which caused an acrid sensation in my
throat and forced me to gasp for breath. Once as I
struggled for air I raised my eyes to a position

thus disturbing the enchantment.

Dizzy and near-

ly insane I lunged for the stairway, tumbled into

Another summer’s day of happiness and welldirected pleasures had become a memory, but what
a memory to add to the long list of others like it,
thought the scoutmaster as he sat alone in the
empty circle and smoked a last pipe before turning
in. As he gazed into the glowing embers he, too,
reviewed the past, and thought of the years ahead.

There was a magic charm in the fire for him, for
it gave him faith and confidence to go forward better equipped for the work and guidance that was a
pleasure for him to give.
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Our Protessors
or The Path of Least ‘Resistance

By ERNEST LEVIT, JR.
66

ELLO there, George!”

“Howdy, John!”
“Say, George, what do you think of Pro. fessor Howard?”
“I think he’s the best teacher I have, John.”
“Well, how about Professor Anderson?”

“My opinion is that he’s not so much as a professor.”
“Just one last question, George; what kind of
grades do Howard and Anderson give you?”

“Let me think a moment... If I remember correctly, Prof. Howard gave me a ninety last month
and Anderson handed me his usual seventy-five.
But why do you ask me that question?”
“Oh! I was just a little curious, George. I was
really wondering why you liked Howard and didn’t
have much use for Anderson. I believe I under-

stand it now.”
“See you later, George!”

“So long, John!”
Most of us have our own private opinions of our
different professors, but who will venture to say
that our opinions are not influenced by our grades,
as in the case of well-meaning George? Suppose
that we use the next few minutes to reconsider
our professors’ abilities and our own attitude? We
may not change either, but we may alter our conclusions.
As it is quite easy to criticize the other person,
we shall take the well traveled path of least resistance and turn our attention to our professor. And
that we do not take the first step in the wrong direction and find ourselves far at sea in a maze of
misstatements, I propose that we refer to the source
of the most wisdom to be found within any two
covers, and there find a clear declaration of the
fundamental requirements of a professor.
II ‘Timothy 2:24. “And the servant of the Lord
must not strive; but be gentle unto all men, apt to
teach, patient,
Il Timothy 2:25. “In meekness instructing those
that oppose themselves
;”

Is your professor a man who is “gentle unto all
men,” or “apt to teach, patient, in meekness instructing?”
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If so, he is the ideal professor; if not,

how do his actions compare with Paul’s rule for

all teaching?
Some of our professors may reason that a few
sharp words and pointed sentences will awaken us
from our academic lethargy and make us better students, but Paul advocates patience and gentleness
as the key to successful teaching. When he uses
every opportunity to tell us in a very provoked
manner, what an exasperating group of young
thickheads we are, a professor cannot consider himself patient. Then he is violating the primary principle of, not striving with men, but being gentle
unto all men; and while he is delighting in his sarcasm and raging, he is at the same time ceasing ti

teach.

The professor who thinks that he can be

impatient with students, strive with them and at
the same moment teach them, would do well to ask

himself just how much instructing he actually does
during his impatient spells.
Not only does his lack of composure lose him just
so much time for teaching, but it also loses ou:
goodwill. Ill temper on the part of the professor
tends to arouse a similar ill feeling in the class and
may I ask where the professor may be found who
can teach a class that is opposed to all of his best
efforts? Everyone agrees that the professor’s duty
is to teach; and if he limits himself to that teaching, he will have no time for displays of impatience,

but will constantly be patient with his so-called
inferiors.
Which one of your courses could you exclude
from your schedule and still not notice the loss? If
all of your professors are “apt to teach,” your answer must be an unanimous “Not one course.” But
are your professors “apt to teach?”
I believe that the absolute duty of a professor is
to teach us something which is of value. I am likewise convinced that one man could take a certain
course and teach it in a useful, practical way; while
another person, the so-called professor, could teach
the same course but give us ideas which are of no
particular significance. ‘The one man will prepare
his course with the students in mind, while the
other man will prepare a purely theoretical lecture

which has no more relation to our well-being in the
future than “now” has to “then.”
But it is not sufficient that our professor’s teach-

ings be only of value.

He must also make us un-

derstand the value of those teachings. Do you consider your professor to be very apt if he does not
create and sustain your desire to receive his instructions? Your professor may use every artifice
of the teaching profession that he learned while a
student in normal school, but if he talks to dull ears,

to men in whom he has created no desire to listen to
his lecture, he is still not “apt to teach.”
An all-American football player is not necessarily a fine coach of that sport. The most renowned
professors of music are not the outstanding artists.
Likewise, the gentleman who is noted authority on

a subject is not always the man with the ability to
impart a knowledge of that subject. A professor
may have a most useful course and may create in
us an unusual desire to learn the subject, but if
the professor does not use methods of teaching
which bring us enlightenment, we have not been
learning from a person who is “apt to teach.”
If you are satisfied that your instructors have
worthy subject matter and that they have brought
you to see the value of understanding that subject,
have they succeeded in giving you the understand-

From which do you profit the most; from what
you hear in class or from what you read for yourself? If your instructor allows you to read the material which you may understand and lectures upon
only those topics which you cannot read for yourselves and readily assimilate, your answer will be
that your professor is “apt to teach” and consequently makes both your own reading and his lectures of importance.
The third and last fundamental requirement of a
professor, you will remember, is meekness. Does
your professor attempt to make you think that he
is infallible, that he is far superior in intelligence
to you, who are his lowly and servile charge? I
hope not, but if so, he is again violating a law that
he may deem relatively unimportant, but which is
of all three, the most significant. For is the meek
man ever impatient? Certainly not as long as he
remains meek. Is the meek professor to be found
thinking of himself and of his own course, rather
than of his students and of what will be of benefit

to us in our coming business career?

Again we

have a negative reply. And finally, does not the
meek man arouse the most goodwill in his students
and develop the highest spirit of service in himself?

which your professors employ.
It may be true that “you can’t teach an old‘*dog

Gentlemen, if you have been so patient as to have
followed me to this point and are now reading
these words, be as meek and patient in your criticism of your individual professors, as your profes-

new tricks;” but what is the use of teaching the old

sors should be in generously instructing you. Like-

dog his old tricks all over again? He knows them
already and although you go through the motions

wise ,remain in that open frame of mind in which
we began, while we give the concluding minute to
a thought about that part of the quotation which
reads “in meekness instructing those that oppose

ing itself?

This will depend upon the methods

of teaching him the old trick, you are really not
teaching him at all. He knew the trick before you
began. Thus, the essential of teaching is that the
professor give instructions which improve our understanding and do not duplicate something that
we already thoroughly comprehend.
Does your professor assign a chapter for you to
read for tomorrow? Surely I will accept the correction; he assigns ten chapters. But when you
study the pages and discover the writing very explicit and easily mastered, does he carefully review
that chapter or ten in class? If he does, I should
say that the time was wasted and that Monsieur
Professeur was attempting to teach a young man
old tricks.
Your professor may think that repetition leads to

a lasting understanding, but such repetition is only
appropriate in the investigation of chapters which

are too difficult to be comprehended in one reading.
Were I to explain to you that four and four are
eight, would you remember that any longer were

I to tell it to you again?

themselves.”
Do we oppose ourselves as students; or do we
give adequate effort to our studies; or do we believe that our professors can do the teaching and
that we need not exert ourselves to any marked
degree? This question can best be answered by
ourselves individually and we probably know the
answer.

In considering our professors’ abilities we are
forced to admit that unless we cooperate, even the

perfect professor cannot impart understanding to
us. For that understanding is a quality of our own
mind and if we do not, through application, open
the way for that understanding to enter in, we cannot honestly blame our professors for not increasing our knowledge.
My own opinion is that any man who is ready to
study and co-operate with the University of Dayton professors, can learn all that he may reasonably desire.
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Will anyone say that hé is being slighted, when
{ state that we are, every one of us, open for improvements? Our professors should surely make
additional efforts not to

se

all men, apt to teach, patient, in meekness instructing those that oppose themselves.” And we, the
students, should also make additional efforts to be

strive, but be gentle unto

less and less “those that oppose themselves.”
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An Angel
By N. DIDISHKO
An Angel sped through twilight dim,
Caroling Heaven's holy hymn;
Within his arms he carried me,

To test me for eternity,
Upon this world of weary life,
Amid temptation, sin and strife.
He brought me into Arctic lands,
Embraced and kissed me in his hands,
He bade me sleep, he closed my eyes,
Then smiling, winged to Paradise.
And while he rose the heavens prayed,

The moon tts silvery carpet laid,
The stars were lit, their holy light
Adored my Angel in his flight.
That Angel will some other day
Descend through that celestial way
And search for me, and finding, take
My dreams, examine them—I shall awake.
Will I then hear his whispers mild
Say. “Good-morning, little child?”

Will he ope my closéd eyes?
Will he take me then to Paradise,
Through regions where the stars adore,
Once this uncertain dream 1s o'er?
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Doomed to Become Extinct
There Will Be No Giants in Those Days
By CHARLES H: GERBER
OON another type of man will have disapS peared from the city; in a few years the tall,
stout man, weighing over two hundred
pounds, will not exist. No longer will the “big”
man be seen roaming over the streets of the city;
he will have been a victim of the craze for things
miniature.
Since space has become more valuable, miniature
objects have become more popular; for if a small
article can accomplish as much, in as efficient a
manner, as a large article, it is more economical
to use the small space-saving object. The larger
an object is, beyond a certain size, the more the
cost of manufacturing it: more time and a greater
amount of material are required for the construction of the larger object. The cost for the upkeep
of many of the necessities and luxuries of life can
be lessened by having these necessities and luxuries in a smaller form. In the interest of economy,
then, it is wiser to purchase the small object rather
than the large, space-wasting article.
For many years people have recognized the advantages resulting from having things in a smaller
form: the large cumbersome pocket-watch has given
way to the small, smart wrist watch; books are

printed on india paper so that one small volume
can contain all that a large voluminous set
formerly contained; living quarters were made
smaller and .the small, cozy apartment with its
kitchenette became popular; the government began
making miniature money; finally miniature golf,
miniature automobiles and midget radio sets were
placed before the public and took the public’s fancy.
Thus the passion for things miniature had been
smoldering for some time, and during these last
two years it has burst into flame.
How will these small-sized objects affect the
heavily built men and women? Of course many
will have no effect on them; but some will be very
injurious to their well-being and will be the cause

of much discomfort.

The midget automobiles will

prove to be a great hardship to these large individuals.
A lady, driving a midget car, stopped in front of
a certain residence. She announced her arrival by

blowing the horn. Soon the front door of the resi-

dence was thrown open and the mistress of the
house stepped.out. She wasa tall, stout lady, being about six feet in height, and about two hundred pounds in weight. She came down the walk
to the street where the car was parked, greeted her
friend, and prepared to enter the little machine.
First she tried to get into it in the same manner
that she was accustomed to enter a larger automobile; but that method of effecting an entrance was
impossible: she had to stoop so low that it was
impossible to swing around, and step up and inside
at the same time.

She was determined, however,

that she would make the seat, regardless of the suffering. Slowly she squeezed her way in, found a
resting place, and dropped; but her difficulties were
not yet over: her legs were still outside and she
could not reach solid ground with her feet. Squirming and shoving, she finally managed to get her
whole being inside the car. Alas! She had forgotten her pocketbook, and no woman can go to
town without this most necessary accouterment.
She prepared to get out again: she turned her body
around, and got her feet and legs outside the car,
but since the seat was a little too high from the
ground and she could not reach any solid matter
with her feet, it was no easy task for her to extri-

cate herself from the car. She had to kick her legs,

boost herself with her hands, and have her com-

panion push from the rear before she could free
herself. After she obtained her pocketbook, she
had to go through all the gymnastics of the former
occasion in order to get back into the car. She
was worn out before she set out on her trip to
town. After she was inside, she had to slump
down, so that her head would not hit against the
roof in the event that a bump would jar her from
the seat. Thus her heart was overtaxed in getting
in the car, and when once inside, she was in a very
cramped position, and passed the afternoon in a
state of discomfort.
The small apartment is a source of misery to the
heavily built man. ‘The tiny breakfast alcove is no

place for this individual; there is barely enou~
room for him to squeeze into the room, and when
once inside, he is so closely hemmed in, that eat-

ing is no longer a pleasure.

At night he sleeps in
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a bed built for a medium-sized individual; the bed
is not long enough to accommodate him and he has
to double up and make himself fit the bed. ‘This
position causes him to have indigestion and he
passes many restless nights.
Everywhere the tall man goes he has to be continually stooping to avoid ceilings, doorways and
passageways, lighting fixtures, tree limbs, and other
obstructions which are too low for him to pass under when walking upright. Since space is so valuable, the space where a man works is becoming
more limited; the modern offices are so small that

a large man is barely able to think, much less move.
But more are yet to come. Home builders have
discovered that the modern bathtub is altogether
too roomy for the average person, and the manufacturers propose to make the tubs smaller. Heretofore the heavily built man has been able to bathe
in comfort; he has been able to stretch himself and

enjoy the refreshing delights of bathing in a roomy
tub. But no longer will this be; clamped by the
immovable, cold, porcelain sides of the tub, he
find that bathing is not the pleasure it once was;
he will not even be able to cleanse himself in comtort.
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Day and night these large individuals will be
constantly hémmed in and forced to double up in
order to make themselves fit the limited space about
them. For some undetermined reason the heavily
built seem to have a tendency toward arterial degeneration and high blood pressure. Being continually in a cramped and unnatural position will increase this tendency and cause premature death.
The younger generations will, when they reach a
certain size, be hemmed in by the miniature objects everywhere present; their entire bodies will
be in a position comparable to the feet of the
Oriental girl. It is universal knowledge that the
Chinese girl has her feet kept small by having them
continually clamped in tight bonds; likewise the
bodies of the youth of the land will be kept small by
the constant clamping and squeezing together of
the anatomy by the miniature necessities of life.
In view of the probable results of living surrounded by things miniature, one reaches the conclusion that the big man will cease to exist in the
city. He may move to the country, but if present
conditions are any indication of the future of the
agriculturist he will starve on the farm. Let us
look with sympathy upon the heavily built man,
for his day will soon be past.

The Hardest Course
The Affirmative Rebuttal

- By WILLIAM J. HOEFLER
have read Mr. Ernest Levit’s reply in the
March Exponent to my article on Belles Lettres in the February issue. It is logical and
well written and I am grateful, indeed, that so

worthy a controversialist chose to discuss the question through the pages of the Exponent. Had it
been necessary for me to encounter him on the rostrum, I would probably have suffered by comparison, as | am somewhat slow of thought. But, as
Mr. Levit pointed out in his article on the Arts
Course, right is might and consequently should be
supported. A just cause must be defended regardless of the ability of its prophet.
Mr. Levit’s aim was: “by a clear and honest declaration of our ideas, to establish a mutual under-

standing and even improve the now friendly relations between the members of the various academic
departments on this campus.” I am fully in accordance with this purpose of Mr. Levit. I am not
attacking any other courses. ‘Their technical worth

and personnel are not subject to debate. My purpose is to show that the Arts Course is something
completely different than the erroneous opinions

of it prevalent on the campus.
Mr. Levit stated the issues admirably. I thank
him for this clearness. 1 said that the Arts Course
is the hardest. Mr. Levit said that it was the easiest. ‘hat is our first issue. When the curricula of
the Arts Department is contrasted to the long
hours of the engineer, the immense amount of work
which is required of the commerce and law student,

my statement would seem to be a contradiction. I

believe it is on this comparison of curricula by the
casual observer that has caused Mr. Levit to disagree with me. ‘To bear out my supposition I will
quote him:

‘lhe secret of the whole matter is that the work
of the Arts man must be voluntary. It is not forced
on him as it is in other courses. The engineer will

spend many an hour in the laboratory. The PreMedical student must spend much time in experimentation. The Law student will use much time
in discovering just what the ever-changing law is.

The curriculum of the Commerce student is just as
difficult.

‘The real Arts man’s laboratory is the

library. There he does as much work as any other
student.

Mr. Levit admitted this fact.

He said:

“You and I are both acquainted with Arts men
who are working just as hard and find the Arts

course just as difficult as any Commerce or Engineering student ever found his courses.”
An engineer has a professor and instruments to |

help him. A commerce student has tables and welldefined methods.

These courses are highly special-

ized. ‘Their work is well-defined.

On the contrary

the Arts Course is of a general nature.

Therefore

it is harder. Is it easier to write on a supremely
general topic like “Cosmic History” or something
very specific like, “he History of the First French
Republic?” I think you will admit that the latter
subject is far easier.

An Arts man has in view some profession.

The

technical data and training of other courses are

well-defined and required.

The technical training

and study of the Arts man is nebulous, ill-defined

and hard-to-grasp. He must delve deep and search
widely for his training. In doing so he will do
quite as much work as any other student. Though
there is peace in equations I will not let the matter rest there. Because the material is much harder
to find, because the methods are more hidden, be-

“And since the minimum amount of work that

cause there is much more danger of not attaining

the Arts students are required to perform is admittedly less than that which is required of either

to shirk, because the Arts course has many more

Commerce, Engineering, Pre-medical, or Law stu-

dents, we claim that the Arts course, as it is today, is the easiest and not the hardest in the cur-

riculum of the university.”

success, because there is a tremendous temptation
failures than any other, | claim it is the hardest.
1 might add, it is the hardest in which to succeed.
As I said before, the mere receipt of a sheepskin

is not success.

When a man succeeds in after life
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in some Arts profession, in the enjoyment of life,
in right living, in attaining and retaining a broad
intellect, he is successful. This is much harder to
achieve than the mere memorizing of much technical data.
Mr. Levit admirably defined the second issue
also. He quoted me as follows:
‘he careless man, who, perhaps, doesn’t even
read his texts, who merely listens in at lectures,
and who even perhaps dozes in class after being out
the night before, can get through the Arts course.”
er

‘Then he adds, “It is reasonable to assume that the

minimum amount of work required of Arts students
is possibly a little too low and that it might be well
to raise the minimum standard.”
1 disagree with Mr. Levit’s suggestion. A better
understanding of the Arts course will cause Mr.

Levit to withdraw his suggestion, | am sure.

The

various subjects of the Arts course are governed
by the lowest common denominator of the course.
The Arts course contains students who have in
view a great variety of professions. What is a
major to one student is a very minor and almost
uninteresting course to another. The standards are
not low. ‘They only seem to be low. In every
class there are many students to whom the course
is only supplementary, a side issue, and worthy of
only ordinary attention and effort, though to the
rest it is technical in its nature because it has a
direct bearing on their profession-to-be. The professor necessarily cannot make his requirements so
severe that he will eliminate these students that
consider the course only minor.
It has always
wisely been the Arts method of using a least common denominator in all courses as far as requirements are concerned, and of permitting the student
himself to decide the amount of work he willl put
into the course and consequently to decide the
benefit he will derive from it. The student of Journalism perhaps will not be so interested in Philology as in English. The future historian perhaps
will not be so interested in a specialized course in
Newman. So the importance of the course depends
on each individual student.
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Students of the Arts

course spend many times the effort and research
on those courses that have a direct bearing on their
future professions. ‘To make the requirements for
every course as high as if it were a technical subject would prevent students from enrolling in
courses in which they are only casually interested.

This would cause a necessary limitation and the
Arts course would lose the broadness of its education. Each profession would be a narrow course
without help from the others. Consequently, the
Arts course requirements are sufficiently high.
‘Those men who are careless, who perhaps do not
even read their texts, who merely listen in at lec,tures, and who perhaps even doze in class after
having been ‘out the night before, can get thorugh
the Arts course because of these mild requirements.
These men do not know their vocation. They are
Hamlets—creatures of indecision. Men who take
this least common denominator education are not
Arts students and should not be considered as such.

They merely “take” the Arts course.

I suppose it

is to these that Mr. Levit refers when he claims
that the Arts course is the easiest. Mr. Levit’s
course must have them, too, for he mentions the

high rate of. mortality in the present Senior Commerce class. In another part of his article he admits
that the Arts course, if taken properly, is at least
as hard as other departments at our Alma Mater.

This would seem to be a contradiction. Perhaps we
have failed to give an exact definition of our terms.
In that case there has been much throwing about
of brains for naught. By the Arts course personnel
I mean real Arts students and not those who merely
“take” the Arts course. I suppose Mr. Levit is
thinking of these latter students when he says the
Arts course is the easiest. I do not include them,
and claim that the Arts course is the hardest.
I will permit this to constitute the end of my rebuttal, since | am not at all disposed to invite the
keen-eyed pleasantry which Oliver Goldsmith visited on the village schoolmaster: “E’en though
vanquished he could argue still.”
Should my honorable foe on the negative side of
the question still disagree, he may have the last
word in the May issue of the Exponent.

There Ain't No Grammar
By RAY BLOSSER
All of us have our pet blunders. Too many are constantly tying specimens on the doorstep of a neighbor's

finer sensibilities. This may lead to anything from a
decline in the price of dictionaries to an epidemic of
homocidal mania. If circumstances reach any of these
stages it will do no good to obey the Virginian’s injunction to smile. Ignorance is never bliss for those
whose antipathies have been ignored —TuHeE Eptror.
EFORE beginning this brief treatise on a
most elementary subject, the writer wants it
clearly understood that he is not affecting
any academic airs, nor does he wish to be regarded
as the living exemplar of that matchless precision
in speech which he is offering for your consideration.

Innumerable small errors creep into our spoken
English. College men as a rule commit fewer mistakes than less educated people, but even college
students are apt to err. One of the more cheerful aspects of this butchery is that the same faults
are repeated constantly, and with a small amount
of concentrated effort can be eliminated from our

conversation.
Some of our more common sins are: the misuse
of subjective and objective personal pronouns; the
practice of using the wrong contractions; -double
negatives and having the subject and verb disagree
in number.
The use of don’t for doesn’t, for some unknown
reason, makes the writer fume most. “He don't
care’ and similar sentences appear glaringly incorrect in print, but in our spoken language they
are repeated day after day, seemingly without being
noticed. This fault could be corrected by abstaining from the use of the contraction for a short time
and substituting the two separate words. “Ain't” is
also constantly impressed on our minds as being
incorrect, no matter how or when it is used, but
apparently we cannot part with it.
He, she, I and who are the common subjective
or nominative pronouns. They should be used only
as the subject in a sentence. When you are speaking of a person and he is the object, him, her, me
and whom should be used, respectively. “Him and

I went to the show” is just one of the many possible combinations which are atrocious.

It is not uncommon for a person who is not wellversed in English grammar to use an adjective
where an adverb is required. For example, an incorrect newspaper sentence follows: “The manager did not appear, but the team played none the
poorer for his absence.” The sentence should read:
“The manager did not appear, but the team played
none the more poorly (or none the worse) for his
absence. Even then this sentence is not the ultimate.

é

Common “pool room speech” refers to “those
things” as “them things.” <A “there” is also sometimes inserted, such as “I don’t care for those there
things.” Of course it is obvious that the “‘there”’
is superfluous and incorrect.
When speaking of the abilities of two persons,
ofttimes the sentence “he is best’ is used. ”He is

better” is correct when one is referring to two individuals, but for three or more “best” is quite
satisfactory.
“IT slept good last night” is decidedly wrong.
The sentence should read “I slept well last night.”
Few people differentiate between “can” and
“may.” As was drummed into the writer’s eggshaped head in grade school, “can” indicates the
physical possibility of an act, whereas “may” shows
permission. Thus it should be “May I have a
dance?” rather than “Can I have a dance?”

“] have saw” is used mistakenly for “I have
seen.’ “I seen” is also incorrectly used.
In their haste, even college professors sometimes
trip up on making a verb agree in number with
the noun that is near it, without regard for its
grammatical accuracy. A sentence of this type is
quoted here: “The mayor of the city, flanked by
his offical aides, were waiting at the railroad station to receive the city’s guest.” The word “were”
in this sentence should be “was,” since it refers to

“mayor” and not to “aides.”

‘The subject of the

sentence is “mayor,” a singular noun, and it follows

that the verb must be singular.
“Every” is ofttimes misused.

For instance, have

a look at the following sentence:

“Every one of

our team will make good officers.” The correct
usage should be “Every one of our team will make

a good officer.’

The use of “each” instead of
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“every” in the above also seems to be preferable,
although either is correct.
In a case where money is recognized as a single
sum, a sentence should read: “In the purse was
75 cents,” although if the writer desires the reader

to have the impression that there were 75 individual
pennies in the purse, it would be correct to say

“In the purse were 75 cents.”
Something that worried the writer for a long
time was the use of “you was.” It seemed reasonable that in referring to a single person “you was”
should be correct, provided one used, “you were”
in addressing two or more persons. But through
one of the peculiarities of the English language
“you were” is alone satisfactory, regardless of the
number of persons being addressed.
A common mistake in newspaper parlance, al-

though we are primarily concerned with spoken
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errors, appears in “The boy was almost instantly
killed.” The reader pauses to wonder if the boy
succumbed after a very brief lapse of time, or if he
barely escaped death.
The mistaken use of the double negative will
wind up this list of “pet griefs.”. “He hasn’t no

time” is often heard, and it is hardly necessary to
repeat that the two negatives in the above sentence really make an affirmative. Either “He has
no time” or “He hasn’t any time” should be substituted.
As we moaned before, the grammatical errors
cited in the preceding paragraphs are constantly
repeated. However, by listening for errors in the
speech of others and by watching our own spoken
thoughts for incorrect constructions we should be
able to eliminate many of the common butcherings
which set off the unlearned from the educated
people.
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Imogene
By BILL WESLEY

Fair as the blossom adorning the garden of May,
Wooing and winning the bee from his sweet-scented way,
Frail as the rushes accenting the watery shore,
Bending and bowing to water-born winds as of yore,

Was Imogene.

Art-stealing mocking-birds warble with innocent face,
Bull-frogs then join from the swamp with a discordant bass
Robin, the red-breasted, sings with an insolent leer,
Nature’s sweet, improvised symphony speaks in my ear,
Of Imogene.
Fanciful dreams like the perfuming flowers of spring,

Colored by idle illusions which vanities bring,
Come with my saddening memories, withered like leaves,
When ina silent canoe ’neath the o’erhanging trees,
With Imogene.

Mumbling and grumbling the song of the brook is today,
Sadly it asks of me, “Where is the sweetness of May?”
Why are her honey-tongued vows from her fretfully tossed?
Muse of the verse, will you tell me the reason I lost,
Sweet Imogene?
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The Joy of Discovery
By DON SHARKEY
ISCOVERY!
D

‘The very mention of the

word brings all sorts of romantic pictures

to our minds. We see Balboa standing on
the mountain top, viewing the great Pacific for the
first time. Or perhaps we see the scene in “Treasure Island” in which the group of adventurers find
the pirates’ treasure. We are thrilled by the thought
of such discoveries.

How we wish we, too, could

discover something, preferably something of whose
existence we hadn’t even dreamed. But then there
is never anything new in our lives. We do the
same old things day after day and will probably

continue to do them until the day we die.

What

chance is there for us to sail the seas in search of
new lands or in quest of pirates’ treasure? The
age of romance is over.
If we could but realize it, however, there are

thousands of things all about us waiting to be discovered. We realized this when we were children,
but now, somehow, we have forgotten it; and, in
in forgetting it, we have lost something which did
much to make life enjoyable. A child is continually making delightful discoveries; life, to him, is
a series of pleasant surprises. George Duhamel
tells of a letter he received concerning his little
boy. It read:
“Your son knows how to find extraordinary
riches, inexhaustible treasures, even in the most
barren fields, and when I set him on the grass, I cannot guess the things he is going to bring out of it.

He has an admirable appreciation of the different

kinds of soil; if he finds sand, he rolls in it, buries
himself in it, grabs up handsfuls, and flings them
delightedly over his hair. Yesterday he discovered
a mole-hole, and you cannot imagine all the pleasure he took in it. He also knows the joys of a
slope which one can descend on one’s feet, or head
over heels, or by rolling, and which is also splen-

did for somersaults.

Every rise of ground inter-

ests him, and I wish you could see him pushing
his cart up them. ‘There is a little ditch where on
the edge he likes to lie with his feet at the bottom

and his body pressed tight against the slope.

He

“It is thus,” says Mr. Duhamel, “a child of fifteen
months gives man lessons in appreciation.”
To be a discoverer one needs only an open eye,

an attentive ear, and perhaps an imagination. These
are the magic keys which unlock huge chests of
untold wealth.
Balboa marched twenty days
through almost impenetrable jungles before he first
viewed the Pacific, and it was four days more before he reached its shore; seventeen lives were lost

in “Treasure Island” before the quest for treasure
came to its successful conclusion. But we can be
discoverers with very little work and with almost
no cost.

Public libraries are great storehouses of treasure,
and this treasure belongs to anyone who is equipped
with the magic keys. Young Keats, while reading
Spenser’s “Faerie Queen,” is said to have shouted
with delight when he came upon the phrase, “sea
shouldering whales.” It is said that when Samuel

Johnson was a boy, he happened to find a copy of
Petrarch, while searching for apples in his father’s
bookshop, and was destined thenceforth to be a
man.of letters. ‘These boys were real discoverers;
they had the magic keys. Most boys would have
passed over the phrase which so delighted Keats,
and they would have put down the copy of Petrarch
to continue their search for apples.
However, we need not turn to books in order to
make discoveries. All about us, no matter where
we are, no matter which way we turn, there is

something waiting to be discovered. Near our cottage in the country there stood an old, rotten tree

which the ants had claimed as their own.

This

tree, or rather the ants who had taken possession
of it, afforded me hours of entertainment. I would
never tire of sitting there on the ground near the
tree and watching the ants hurry about their neverceasing labor.
I once spent an entire morning
watching a little pool of water, scarcely three feet
in diameter, which was left by the receeding brook.
Water spiders skimmed along the top of the pool,
and a little farther down a school of minnows swam

lazily about.

Occasionally I would be fortunate

enough to catch a fly which I would then throw into

played interminably the other day on top of a big
stone. He kept stroking it; he had truly found a

the pool.

new pleasure there. And as for me, I find my wealth

among the water spiders and minnows.

in watching him discover all these things.”

ber, also, an old crawfish who was slowly coming
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A lively fight over the fly would ensue

I remem-

out from under a rock on the bottom of the pool.

to do all he can for others less fortunate than him-

1 watched him for a long time, but finally I made

self.

a slight noise, and he quickly slid back under the
rock to emerge no more.
Edgar Guest made a discovery which was to
bring great happiness into his life.

His wife was

out of town, and he was trying to entertain himself. Somehow, the thought of getting “a bunch of
the boys” to play poker did not appeal to him. He
thought of asking some of his friends to go to a
show with him, but he didn’t like this idea any
better than the first one. He and his friends had
seen so many shows that they would not really
enjoy another one. They would be going only to
pass the time away. Suddenly he thought of an

He takes them to shows, takes them for rides

in the country, and invites them to his house for
dinner.
He finds happiness in making others
happy.
lf you would be a discoverer, go out on your expeditions of exploration, and remember to keep
your eyes and ears open. Go for walks in the country. If, on your return, you hold in your memory
the sight of one little wild flower or the song of
one little bird, your walk has been a success. Look
for means of helping people who are not so fortunate as you. You will think yourself overpaid
when you see their smiles of heartfelt gratitude. Go
into your back yard and have another look at that
robins’ nest in the cherry tree. Perhaps the eggs

old woman, a friend of the family, who never had

have been hatched by this time.

a chance to go out. There was someone who would
enjoy the show! He took the woman to dinner
and to the show, and she so thoroughly enjoyed
herself that he considered himself more than repaid for his trouble. Ever since then he has tried

and remember passages that appeal to you. Look
about you. You will be certain to see something
beautiful, something worth remembering. When
you have done these things, you will realize fully
what is meant by the joy of discovery.

Read good books

Unfulfilled Desires
By N. DIDISHKO
O desperate fountain thy source 1s desire
Attuned to the prelude of life!
Mad is thy melody, turbulent fountain,
Forever in tumult, murmur and strife,
For such 1s the largess of Heaven to earth,
And such 1s the fountain from the day of its birth.
One gush to the sky, one kiss, one embrace,
To quench thy thirst’s destre!
Then o'er the earth’s soft darnel babble,

Murmuring softly, flowing, expire,
For such 1s the largess of Heaven to earth,

And such 1s the fountain from the day of its birth.
Thus, but for a moment of bliss are exchanged
Years of suffering and pain;
Now sad 1s thy carol, mournful thy hymn,
It dies on the breast of the plain.
For such 1s the largess of Heaven to earth,
And such 1s the fountain from the day of its birth.
To satisfy soul’s infinite expanse
Ambition bursts, desires reign;
We seek the hom
me of unfulfilled desires,
Upon this world we search in vain;
For such 1s the largess of Heaven to earth,

But the largess of Heaven, in Heaven, is mirth.
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The Higher Power
A Tale of Retribution
By WILLIAM J. HOEFLER
R. JAMES KINCAID was to be executed
1)

at midnight. Despite a brilliant defense
he had been sentenced by the court to
mount the scaffold for the last, fatal lunge. The

governor sat in his highly-polished office only because precedent had established it. He callously
watched the two inevitable hands of fate steal on
toward the inevitable hour. Since his term as the
chief executive of the state had begun a year ago,

Governor Josephus T. Parker had never once been
known to exercise clemency in favor of a con-

demned prisoner.

Unofficially he was referred to

as, “the hangman.” Nothing short of absolute proof
of Kincaid’s innocence would have moved him to
stay the execution.

A secretary entered.

The hawk-like features of

the head of the state gazed questioningly at his

subordinate.
“Kincaid’s lawyer is here again,” Parker was informed.
“He may be a great criminal attorney,’ the governor observed with the slight hint of a sneer, “but
this is one murderer he won’t save. Show him in.”
The secretary took his leave without replying to
Parker’s comment.

A little later, a thin, nervous

man entered the gloomy room. He had the appearance of one who had been through a long, trying
mental ordeal. His tired eyes rested on the governor without much hope. The governor’s silence invited him to state his business.
“TI am here to make one last appeal for Dr. Kin-

caid,” the lawyer began.
‘“Make it,” Parker invited.
“I am certain that Kincaid did not murder his
wife. If you will only grant a short reprieve, | am
sure that | can gather the proof. I have stumbled
on a new field of investigation. ‘Time is all | want.
Just a little time!”

flimsy, circumstantial evidence. If you would only
commute his sentence to life imprisonment his great
skill would not be utterly lost. Hasn't that some
weight with you?”
“No it hasn’t,” Parker replied in his fanatical,
stubborn way.” Even great specialists cannot murder people. An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth;
the policies of David are mine. In spite of the

weaknesses of my predecessors I| will not prostitute
my office to save the seed of Cain. He dies at midnight!”
The lawyer was perhaps altogether to sympathetic for his calling. Quite unprofessionally his
anger burst its bounds. His breath came in short

jerks.

‘The governor settled back to weather the

storm. He knew the warning signals. It had happened before..
“You cold-hearted fiend! No wonder they call
you the hangman! WHave you no sense of justice?
Don’t you realize how bitter it is to me? I have
saved a dozen guilty men from the rope and now |
cannot help one who is innocent. There you sit,
smugly satisfied, in blind power. You abuse the
powers over life and death. You think that you are
the final word. You’re wrong. There is a higher
tribunal that sees and judges. It shall punish you
for the murder of Dr. Kincaid.”
The lawyer paused for want of breath. The governor pressed one of the row of buttons on his desk.
The secretary reappeared. The counsel for Kincaid lost his heat. He gazed helplessly at the head
of the state. The governor’s eyelids were half-lowered in an air of dismissal. The lawyer shuffled
hopelessly toward the door—a beaten man.
One of the phones on the governor’s desk rang.
He picked up the receiver and recited the formula
into the mouthpiece.

He stared dumbly at it a

moment later.

plied cold-bloodedly. “I do not think that you have

“An automobile wreck!
Ill be right over.”

discovered anything that warrants a stay of execution.”

Within three minutes he was riding in the rear
of a black limousine which raced recklessly through

“Even if he were guilty,” the lawyer protested,
“Dr. James Kincaid is one of the greatest brain

the slippery, wet streets.

“We have been through this before,’ Parker re-

specialists in the world.

He has saved many lives

for society and now society takes his on some
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The Bellevue Hospital?

His thoughts raced with

His only daughter, Ellen, had been in-

the car.
He shuddered.
jured.

The whole, fleeting sum-

mary of her life went through his head. He remem-

-bered the chubby baby that he had lifted from the
arms of his dying wife. He thought of her gradual
growth to adolescence. Then she appeared as in a
vision in the glorious immortality of youth. How
beautiful she was! All his love centered on her.
Parker wiped the cold, clammy sweat from his
forehead. A drunken booze party, a wild night
ride and—”
°
“T hope it isn’t serious,” he groaned.
At the hospital he no longer seemed to be the

powerful governor of the state.

He was just an-

other human being pleading for a loved one. He
was led to a private room. At the sight of the

“Your daughter has a fractured skull and due to
the peculiar pathological conditions a very delicate
brain operation is necessary. There are only two
or three men in this world capable of succeeding;

two of them are in Europe.”
“Get them!
commanded.

Don’t spare the expense,” Parker

“Unfortunately your daughter will be dead before
they get here.”
“Then who is the other man that can save my
girl?” Parker demanded.
“Dr. Kincaid,” the surgeon answered briefly.

pale, unconscious girl on the bed, he dropped to his

The governor stared dumbly at the medical man

knees beside it. His anxious eyes gazed fearfully
at the marble-like features. His fingers lovingly
caressed a stray, dark curl that had escaped the
bloody bandages. He half turned to a physician

fora moment. Then he dashed from the room. He
rushed a call through to the penitentiary.

standing near at hand. He did not rise.

“Stop Kincaid’s execution,” he shouted into the
mouthpiece. “This is the governor speaking.”
Then he staggered. The phone fell with a crash

“Tell me the truth!” he commanded.
The surgeon shook his head doubtfully.
“But isn’t there some way of saving her life?”
Parker said in desperate grief.

from his palsied hands. His eye wandered unbelievingly to the Western Union-regulated clock on
the opposite wall. It was one minute after midnight.

Resignation
By SHANACHIE
A little time—eternity;
A little joy for depth infinite;
A little pain—release immortal,
And now so near the hidden portal;
A year, a month, a day or minute
Between us and H1s lenity.
No other choice howe’er you run.
Then said a voice, both yours and mine,
“Lord not my will, but Thine be done.”
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Another Sad Clown
By RAY BLOSSER
The plot of a clown creating laughs while carrying
a heavy burden in his heart ts not new. But you'll get
a ditferent angle im this narrative of hopeless love.

ICKEY KATZ had been a circus clown as
M

long as he could remember. Similarly,
Mickey’s heart had been obsessed by sorrow for the same length of time. Perhaps the two
make an inconsistent combination, but, as all writers

~,

those outlandish legs of his, and at those two protuberances on the bottom of them which other men
called feet.
He brooded about them nightly. And daily he
used them to draw his salary—that blood money
which was earned by his misfortune.
Such was the situation when the Farnum Show
pulled into Atlanta, Ga., for a week’s stay, after

which the circus was to go into winter quarters.

of fiction will aver, a true one.

OR

Mickey was almost 21, now, and was distinguished in no way from fellow Americans except
by the way he was forced to walk. Although young
in calendar years, his hardening experiences with
the Farnum show had aged him into a man, capable of carrying heavy burdens.
The son of two veteran troupers, Mickey was
with them one summer night when the fast train
carrying the performers was derailed. Your father
will recall that horrible wreck of the CaliforniaPacific, in which 40-odd persons were smashed into
insensibility. He will remember how but three
escaped alive from those two coaches which were
underneath tons of merciless steel. Mickey’s mother
had instinctively protected him with her body, and
he was one of the lucky three. But Mickey, brooding, didn’t consider it very lucky, for his legs and

Mickey went out for his performance at the
usual time, through the same heart-rending procedure which provoked so much laughter in the
hearts of others while causing turmoil in his, but
which furnished his bread and butter.
Someone in the audience yelled, “Hey, where'd
ya get those legs?” The crowd roared, as crowds
are apt to. “Traded a punk pair for ’em,” was
Mickey’s reply. The same jibes came at him day
alter day, and it was rarely that one caught him
unprepared, without an answer.
Mickey was glad that shortly the circus was retiring into winter quarters. He was tired of the
constancy of things and wanted to be relieved of
those crude jokes about his deformity. But then,
unexpectedly, something happened.

feet, broken in the smash, had grown crooked.

seats reserved for the manager’s friends, was a

There were no relatives, so no alternative remained but for the circus to adopt him, which it
did, not knowing that Mickey was to become its

best clown and one of the Farnum Show’s greatest

On the stands, close to the front in those choice

girl—a gorgeous maiden.

mark.

features.

Eventually his ludicrous waddle excited the manager’s attention with the result that Mickey was
dressed, plastered, painted and shoved into the
breach when a comedian quit. Mickey immediately
was taken up by the crowd; his ready wit and sad
countenance coupled with such an unparalleled comical walk produced irresistible laughter. That was
what the public paid for, and therefore just what
the management desired.

She was stunning; her

face a healthy color, heart-shaped, with appealing
black eyes fringed by long curling lashes. Mickey,
spellbound, passed by, as her escort made a re-

The girl replied, as Mickey drew out of

hearing distance, but he could sense that she was
defending him—the crooked-legged, greased monkey who went by the name of Mickey Katz, a circus clown. Mickey felt gratified—in the manner of

a whipped dog—someone was sticking up for him.
He had absolutely no right to do so, but Mickey
fell in love with the sight of her almost instantly.
If you were to see her yourself, you couldn’t help
but do the same. Southern beauties are made to

Little did anyone realize just how much each
laugh cost Mickey. Each guffaw seemed to be a

after being familiar with the harsh accents of their

bullet in his heart.

northern sisters.

They were laughing at his de-

formity—his deformity.
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They were laughing at

fall in love with, and their speech is so pleasing,

“Who's the grand dame?” the Mick inquired of

the manager after he had concluded his turn. The
manager was a tough old crab named Jackson.
“None of your business,” was the snapped reply,
but, seeing the disappointment in the young man’s

dure it all, because—well, I guess you know. Not
that Mickey should have had any hopes. But he
did, and that is that.

face, he relented and informed Mick that her name

grind. Just off his crutches, and walking in a manner idenical to that of any other human being,
although the weight of the doctor’s bill did tend to
pull him down, Mick took the train to Atlanta.

was Barbara—Barbara Farnum, the daughter of the
old man himself. The old man, who owned the
show, and who had so much money that he always
needed more!
Two days later, costumes were packed away and
everything was made ready for the winter. Per-

Eventually it came time to go back to the old

Atlanta,

home of

the

hub

of

the

South!

Atlanta,

the

!
ee

pared with California or Florida cities, which by
their beauty and climate draw visitors. But St.
Louis has a telephone building which is one of the
wonders of modern architecture and a beautiful
zoological garden.
For some unknown reason,
Mickey had made it his home during the past two

It was a joyous April day when Mickey arrived.
Spring was in the air. The very spirit of the
weather was reflected by the people. The atmosphere was one of buoyancy and freshness. It was
unquestionably spring, not only by the calendar,
but also by the weather.
At the encampment, greetings flowed. Everyone
greeted everyone; old cronies began to draw one
another in conversation, each questioning what the
other had done during the winter but neither car-

or three winters.

ing nor listening.

formers treked home, if they had one, or if not,
pushed themselves on luckless relatives.

all but Mickey.

That is,

The Mick went to St. Louis.

St. Louis is not particularly appealing if com-

And so there it was, when the

tents were folded up, that Mickey proceeded.
With unlimited time on his hands and nothing to

do, it was natural that Mickey should brood.

For,

as we have previously stated, without even know-

ing Barbara Farnum, Mickey was in love with her.
It requires no great stretching of the imagination
to see that Mickey, as long as he had those legs,
could serve Cupid in no way. Mickey thought the
same, and the result was, having saved money during his circus years, he consulted a bone specialist.
It was natural that Mickey should have money, for
he was unable to run around and too sensitive to
do so in the manner of most of the rotters with
the show.
The result of the conference was informative.
‘The surgeon said, “My boy, modern surgery can do
a lot of things besides lifting women’s faces and inserting monkey glands into the necks of foolish old
men. We can fix up those legs for you, but it’s going to mean at least two months in the hospital,
and probably three.”
Mickey considered. He would have five months
off before the circus was to open up again, in Atlanta, where it had finished. He would surprise
them all, and win the lady of his heart.
He went to the hospital, had those legs broken
and set many times; had cruel, heavy weights pulling on the bottom of them. He had those feet

operated on, delicate nerves and muscles adjusted,
so that when the first signs of spring came around,
Mickey was a new man, or boy, if you prefer.
It was slow work, though. Mickey knew that he
would never be able to forget the smell of anesthe-

tics, or the sight of those solemn, uncommitting
whitewashed walls.

But Mickey was able to en-

The hula dancer and the sword

swallower from the side show palpitated in the
sunshine. he manager for once stopped his old
habit of running about in a deadly frenzy. It was
another circus reunion.
The chief note of gossip among the reunited
troupers was that Mickey Katz had been operated
on during the winter, and now walked like anyone else. Through all of the gossiping and ribaldry,
Mickey remained calm. But he was joyous in his
heart, that heart which had not previously had a
single happy beat—unless it was during some carefree moments before the wreck, when he was too
young to remember. Mickey had become a very
part of the air of spring, a note of freshness in keep-

ing with his surroundings. Life at last had become
worth living.
Rehearsals started, with Mickey of course at his
same post. Other clowns had come and gone, but
Mickey had been a fixture for five seasons pasi,

now. The clowns had little to do. They were con-tent to take things easy, for there was no audience
to amuse, or even to practice on.

Nothing happened.

‘The lion trainer, who had

to train his beasts all winter anyway, did not get
killed by an inconsiderate beast. Neither did the
peanut vender discover anything except a few cockroaches in the peanut supply, which, carried over
from last season, would shortly be in the mouths of
the public—and, lest we forget—the elephants. ‘The

peanut butcher thought it great humor to whistle
the song of the same name as he walked aimlessly
along. In other words, all was quiet on the southern front.

The show finally opened up.

There were, of

course, innumerable kinks to be ironed out after the
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initial performance. But something more marked
was wrong. It was not until the second show that
the troupers began to sense what it was. Mickey
was not drawing any laughs. It is surprising how
such an apparently inconsequential thing will disrupt harmony and create anxiety among_ the
troupers.

Mickey’s old waddle, good for many a chuckle
when other things failed, was gone. His smiling
face, far different from the sorrowful one of last

wt}

season, was not conducive to merriment among the
spectators. He was just not going over.

Barbara Farnum was attending the performance.
It was obvious to her that this clown—this new fellow who had replaced (so she thought) that comical waddling laugh-maker that she had noticed last
fall—was worthless. Sighting Jackson, the manager, she conversed with him. He agreed with her.
After the performance, the manager called the
smiling Mickey aside. “Mickey, you’re a washout
as a clown now. I’ve been given orders to let
you go.”
His lady had fired him. Mickey was again the
broken-heartd lad.

The Strange Case of Mrs. ‘Treva
By C. L. PIPES
RS. TREVA, widow of Captain Treva of
M
the U. S. Army and her daughter Mary,
waited with anxious expectancy. It was
almost too good to be true, after years of hardships,
stinting and saving, and at last, the fulfillment of

their mutual dream, a trip to the Orient.
Mary was a school teacher and aside from her
scholarly viewpoint of life, there was a deep romantic side too, and now the Orient, subtle, allur-

ing, breathing romance everywhere.
The sailing date had been set for the 13th of
June, 1913. The trunks were packed and as Mrs.

Treva and Mary counted them, they could not help
remarking in unison, “thirteen trunks, too.”
There were hasty last minute preparations, excited little chats between mother and daughter,
skipping lightly from the wonder of the Pyramids
and whirling dervishes to the Chinese pagodas and
then to the Hindus and their soulful “praise be to
Allah.”
Not superstitious by nature, Mary could not, try

as she may, keep her mind from going back to the
strange coincidence of the re-occurring number 13.

twenty-six—not too young, not too old, really, she
would say to herself, just the right age to have
profited by many experiences and to have developed a keen understanding and appreciation for
the many wonderful things this trip would bring
to her.
Idly, she jotted down different figures, then sharply she caught her breath. Thirteen plus thirteen
equal twenty-six—her age!
Voicing her forebodings to her mother only
served to make Mrs. Treva a bit irritable and impatient. She would remind Mary none too sweetly not to be a superstitious little fool and that they
were really living in the twentieth century.
Everything-completed, a farewell dinner was arranged, and all their friends invited. Exactly at

twelve, Mrs. Treva and Mary laughingly waved

their goodbyes from the departing taxi.
After three months in the Orient, Mary suggested
that on their way home, they stop over in London
for a fortnight.
Somewhat travel-worn, they eagerly sought a hotel, respectability being the only requisite for their

This thought hung like a lone cloud on her other-

night’s lodging. The clerk apologetically explained

wise bright horizon.

the shortage of double rooms.
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Mary thought of her age—

“Would the lady

and her daughter mind single rooms for the night?”

A severe headache kept the protesting werds ot
Mrs. Treva from finding an outlet, acquiescence
being a trait of hers, only under physical pain.
In the privacy of her room, Mrs. ‘Treva realized
that her headache was getting worse, and at last,
when the blinding flashes became almost unbearable, she called the hotel physician.
After an examination, the doctor decided that a
sleeping potion would bring about the surest and
most rapid relief.
Mary, after a splendid and refreshing night’s
sleep, awakened and was conscious of a heavy druglike odor. Her eyes hurriedly scanned the room.
Could she be dreaming? ‘The walls, the furniture,
everything was different. A slow smile started
about her lips. Was she really awake? Anxious and
curious about her mother, Mary hastily slipped out
of bed and into a lovely robe, a gay exquisite thing
acquired some place in China. Then in silver mules
and across the hall to her mother’s room. A light
knock,—perhaps mother was still sleeping, and, remembering the headache of the night before, Mary
did not wish to disturb her.
“Who is it?” inquired a male voice from the
other side of the door.
Somewhat bewildered, “Why, it’s Mary Treva.
Is Mrs. Treva still asleep ?”

The door quickly opened and a very surprised
man stood there gazing at her. “Mrs. Treva? Whom
do you mean? There is no Mrs. Treva.
this room. Come, see for yourself.”

I occupy

Mechanically, she entered and looked about, feeling very dazed and slightly nauseated. No, her
mother was not there!
Panic-stricken she went to the clerk and reported
the matter.
“Where is my mother? Her room was just across
the hall from mine. Oh! Something is wrong, terribly wrong!”
“Your mother? asked the clerk—Surely, Miss
Treva, there is some mistake. Are you sure that
your mother came to this hotel with you?”
Was this man crazy? Was she going mad?
Thoughts came whirling, queer, crashing sounds,—
was she going to faint?
Incoherently she tried to recount the night be-

fore—the single rooms,—her mother’s headache
surely he must remember.
he did not remember.

Calmly, he told her that

Why talk to this mad man! She would report
the outrage to the police. Then followed tedious

investigations. The hotel register showed that only
Miss Treva had registered. Ths Steamship Company’s books showed only that Mary Treva was
listed as a passenger.
Mary Treva’s last shred of hope died when the
taxi driver swore that he had taken only one passenger, whom he identified as Mary Treva, to the

dock on June 13.
Mary was declared insane and placed in an asylum. After a few years’ treatment she was released
as cured.
What became of Mrs. Treva?
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THE EDITOR’S SOAP BOX

Ho! hum! Spring’s here. And with a vengeance.
Now let every would-be poet get out a sheet of
paper and look over his stock of rhymes. Something very exciting about looking for rhymes. It
is much more exasperating than cross-word puzzling; more dangerous than easter egg rolling; more
soul satisfying than backgammon—board-tipping.
The results vary according to the temperament of
the individual. If you feel the urge to express yourself metrically only in the spring time, know by
that sign that you are no poet. The true poet is
usually much too busy to write on spring when
the weather is warm and the air is full of the scents

of blossoms and the songs of birds.

That is the

time for collecting impressions; and the collecting
of impressions is if anything even more pleasant
than looking for rhymes. ‘To proceed. The true
poet spends his best days collecting impressions,
and then when the cold winter comes he locks himself in a garret and writes feelingly of the lovely
spring. It is a well guarded secret that poets
write best on what they do not have or what they
cannot understand. If you wish to be a poet eat
nothing for forty-eight hours, expose yourself to
inclement weather until chills and fever result and

then sit down and write.

Of course, some of your

observations may be a bit morbid but then you

would be in good company.
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One last bit of advice

anent this: develop an individualistic attitude and
above all things be gullible.
eee
It is good to be back on the “job” again. Activity and all the rest in that category are a beneficent
influence in the life of the individual.

much to be said for a life of ease.

Yet, there is

And still much

more for a period, not a life, of forced confinement.

It brings the sympathy of kind friends. It proves
that one is not an essential cog in the wheel of
everyday life. Even that the private life in which
we pride ourself goes on very smoothly without
us. We are almost tempted to say that the person
is not necessary to his personal affairs. ‘There are
those who are much more fitted to express that
which we want to say, and to do that which we
want than we are ourselves. This as you may
have already guessed is an expression of thanks to
the Staff, and an expression of particular thanks to

those who took over the Editor’s Soap-box.

May

they live many generations.
ies
We have received a very lengthy and illuminating communication from Emmet Sherry of the

Senior class. Emmet writes on a subject very close
to our heart and to the hearts of millions of fellow
Catholics. He makes a plea to Catholic youth to
recognize the necessity of being well informed po-

litically, and of undertaking the obligations of citizenship conscientiously. He points out that it is
all very well to speak of sacrifices made during
times of war, but in the name of all that is holy,

why lose the benefits accruing from such sacrifices
through indifference in times of peace.
Mr. Sherry further states, and with embarrassing
clearness, that Catholicity is regarded as a liability
by the majority of our countrymen. We will go
further; it is regarded as a liability by the major-

ity of men. But by some strange paradox Catholicity is at the same time regarded as the base of
moral sanity. It would seem that the liability lies
in the fact that it makes men liable for their
actions.

throes of an anaemic child—the News of that day.
We thought it dead, but Drs. Routzong and Keller
performed a delicate operation and behold it lives
with unprecedented vigor!

As to the other statement that the News has accomplished more, we can say, consider the evidence
before your eyes. The News has aroused discussion; one of the prime purposes of a newspaper. It
has presented the news of the campus clearly and
without bias. ‘The make-up has been better than
that of any former paper. The content has been
comprehensive and interesting.
We do not deal in superlatives every day. This
is an exception. But then the News has been exceptional.

We all would, like Emmet Sherry, be more than
happy to remedy this peculiar state of affairs. We
all will, like Emmet Sherry, do our best to over-

come ignorance and bigotry.

You say impossible.

We say, not so. There is one sure way: education.
More commonly; education by example.
eR
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The Exponent takes this opportunity to make a
deep bow to the News. This is not a bow for political purposes; it is rather one of polite usage.
When an individual or an organization accomplishes
a laudable feat, recognition of that feat and the
praiseworthiness of it are due. So, we make a
bow to the News.
This year’s campus newspaper has accomplished
more and has been more firmly rooted in the soil
of the student mind than any publication hereto-

fore designating itself as the U. D. News.

This is

not mere empty praise. If you had been present as
your Editor was not so many years back, you
would have seen what we considered the dying

2
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There has been much conjecture as to the effect
the death of Knute K. Rockne will have on the public’s interest in football.

Many state that his pass-

ing has removed a living force from that athletic
organism and that therefore the organism will not
survive. This is an error. Such reasoning would
make the part greater than the whole. Knute Rockne
was a part of the mechanism of football; a great
part, but not the whole.
Then there is another element to be taken into

consideration. ‘The element of tradition. ‘Tradition plays a greater role in human affairs than most
people realize. Knute K. Rockne has become a
tradition in the world of athletics. He will become
a greater tradition as time passes. He will be-

come a legendary figure and as such will strengthen
the position of athletics. Looking back, future generations will say: “There were giants in those days.”
Tradition strengthens, and Rockne has become a
tradition.
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Joe Spatz
BAKERY

When in need of new Glasses or
repairs are necessary on the

old glasses, visit

EAGLE AND MADRIVER
STREETS

Telephone Garfield 4899

117 South Ludlow

OPTICIANS

Hollencamp
s

Ask the U. of D. Boys,
They know!

The Joe, 0, Frank
Co,

SODA

BUTTER, EGGS and POULTRY

In all Assorted Flavors and the Very Best

Quality Store—29 S. Jefferson St.

Just phone what you want and we will deliver to you

Phone Garfield 1747
PHONES
fast 2819 and 589—Plant, Xenia Pike.

TRY OUR CEREAL BEVERAGES

“Golden Glow”

Tickle Your Palate with
AND ———

REICHERT'S
WHOLESALE
BAKERY

“Dark Grose”
VERY

REFRESHING

Juality line of

‘Baked Goods

The Hollencamp Products Co.
At your favorite grocer
or delicatessen

TELEPHONE MAIN 433

Thanks!
We Saw Your
Ad in

The Exponent
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SPRING TONIC
A telephone call home tonicht
ought to make you feel better,
whether you’re blue or not.

It brings you the cheer of vour
Mother’s voice, and it makes her

feel your nearness too.
Arrange with Dad to charge it to
your home telephone. And be
sure to call by number, because
it’s cheaper.

THE OHIO BELL TELEPHONE CO

Telephone HOME Weekly

